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benefits

flexbamboo
MOSO Flexbamboo is the name for flexible bamboo: 
instead of glueing & pressing bamboo strips, the strips are 
connected by a fabric on the backside. In this way, 
beautiful (curved) surfaces can be created. Flexbamboo is 
an economical, aesthetical and healthy finishing material 
that can be used for flooring, walls, ceilings, cabinets or 
furniture. For flooring applications a latex backing is 
applied which makes it very comfortable to walk on.
There are two different styles: solid strip and veneered 
strip. Flexbamboo comes in rolls with several standard 
sizes and is finished with a high quality UV cured oil 
(SAICOS®). Apart from the seven trendy colours in the 
standard assortment, any other colour can be applied on 
demand. Likewise, the rolls can be cut to any required 
width and length – fitting the exact customer’s need. 
Because of the flexibility, prefinishing, custom sizes and 
limited thickness, Flexbamboo can be easily installed 
saving costs and time.

economical
Compared to other wood
and bamboo covering
materials, Flexbamboo
comes at a considerably
lower price without losing
the bamboo charm.

easy to install 
Because of the custom
sizes, limited thickness and
flexibility, Flexbamboo can
be easily handled and
quickly installed.

sound absorbing
Because of the latex backing 
Flexbamboo flooring will
reduce contact noise.

healthy
With a toplayer purely made
from the natural resource
bamboo, Flexbamboo is
anti-static, anti-allergic, and
has low indoor emissions.

eco-friendly
Made from the fastest
growing plant on earth,
Flexbamboo is a natural and
sustainable substitute for
regular synthetic covering
materials.

natural look & touch
Inspired by nature,
Flexbamboo is not only a
conscious choice but also
a stylish one.

endless choices
Flexbamboo is available in
a large variety of colours
with a high quality UV oil
finish. On demand it can be
produced in any colour and
size, fitting the exact need
of the customer.

warranted quality
Flexbamboo is of the
highest quality and comes
with a product guarantee of
10 years.



www.flexbamboo.eu
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Taupe-Grey (97)Caramel (21 / 91)  Ivory (98) *Misty-White (92) 
 

Walnut (94) Silver-Grey (95)
 

Ebony (96)

solid strip
(latex backing)

solid strip
(fabric backing)

veneered strip
(fabric backing)

Dimensions (mm)

Thickness (mm) 4 2 4.2

Length (m) 45 45 15

Width (cm) 200 204 204 / 244

Strip width (mm) 7 / 17 7 / 17 50

MOSO Bamboo Products
MOSO is the undisputed European market leader in the development 
of innovative and sustainable bamboo products for interior and 
exterior applications for the green building industry and beyond. 

midwives clinic  
Amsterdam, the Netherlands (1:1 Architects)

slidingdoors
Germany (Schaub Design)

private project
The Netherlands
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